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THE ~vorcl temperature has both a colloquial and a technical use. 
For everyday purposes of abusing the weather man, no very exact 
definitio~l is necessary, but for the purpose of giving a simple sumnlary 
of the physical laws that fcrm the basis of practical pyrometry, so~nething 
more precise is recluirecl. Beginning, therefore, with the comnlon con- 
cept of "hotness" and " colcl~~ess, " we must agree on a method of meas- 
uring differences in "hotness," on the unit to  be used, and on the point 
from which n~ensurements are to be taken. We shall then have a definite 
I1 scale of temperature," which can he used in all :l~ethocls' of pyrometry. 
But, as in Inany similar cases, i t  is nluch easier to define or describe some- 
thing than i t  is to  make practical application and use of the definition; 
so that much of our attention will be taken up  with practical methocls~of 
realizing or applying the scale agreed upon. 

It was early observed that changes in tempera t~~re  produced large 
and easily measurable changes in gases, which may be most sinlply 
separated into changes in volume (expansion and contraction) under 
conditions of constant pressure, and changes in pressure under co~~clitio~ls 
of constant volume. These changes are much the same in magnitude for 

' 

the common gases oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen and also for the rarer 
helium and argon. This relative uniformity in behavior led to the sug- 
gestion of "the gas thermometerJ1 and "the gas scale" as the basis for 
all tenlperature measurements. Honlever, as methods were refined, 
diff erences appeared between different gases and different ways of using 
gases, so that  Lord Kelvin introduced his more funclsmental notion of 
the "absolute thermodynamic scale" of temperature, which he defined 
8s fo l lo~s :  Given two bodies, say two tanks of water, a t  different tem- 
peratures to determine these temperatures on the "absolute thermodyna- 
mic," or Kelvin, scale, operate a thermal engine between these two 
temperatures, letting it take in heat fro111 the hot body and give out heat 
to the cold, mrhich therefore corresponcls to the boiler and the condenser 
of a steam engine. The engine we may imagine as a cylinder and piston 
inclosing a gas and operating with the well-known Carnot or isothermal- 
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atli:sl~atic cycle. We nlust i~llagine that the n~echanical losses of energy 
clue to friction and the thermal losses clue to radiation convection and con- 
duction have been determined and allonred for. We must also take care 
to run the engine slon~ly so that only an inappreciable difference or tem- 

- per:sture exists between i t  and the hot and cold bodies when it is absorb- 
ing or giving out heat to them. Such an engine with the corrections 
applied as indicated, is called perfect because i t  is of masirnun1 efficiency. 

.If i t  is found that  a cluantity of heat H I  is taken in'at the high temperature 
and HS is given out a t  the low temperature we have 

where TI and T2 are the cwo temperatures in question on the I<. scale. 
H 1 -  Hz T 1 -  T? - Fro111 this, -- - -- 

H 1 T 1 
; ancl fro111 this, the idea of an absolute 

zero is suggested as that temperature for n~hich Hz = 0 for then Ts = 0. 
To conlplete the definition of the I<. scale, it is only necessary to agree 
that the interval betnreen the two most relinljle fisecl points, nnmely, the 
temperatures of melting ice ancl of boiling water, shall contain a certain 
number of degrees, 100 if we are working with the centigrade I<. scale. 

H10o - Ho 100 
This condition is expressed by - - -. 

Ho To 
a.nd combining this with the general equation 1 we have 

wllich gives any temperature on the centigrade I<. scale in ternls of the 
quantities of heat taken in ancl rejected. How can this scale be realized 
ancl used in practice? Obviously not by means of any ideal engine as 
outlined above. There are, however, two distinct ways in which i t  nlay 
be clone, both clepencling on tl~eoret~ical cleductions from the second law 
of thern~odynamics, to  nrhicl.1 the I<. scale is very intinlately related. 

First, by applying the second law espressions nlay be derived (Cal- 
lenclar-Berthelot-Bucl<ing11am) in which the pressure of a gas (volume 
constant) is given in terms of its temperature on the I<. scale ancl of certain 
physical c11arncteristic.s of the gas. By a different treatlllent of the proh- 
lem, analogous espressions may be obtained giving the volulne of gas 
(pressure constant) in terms of its I<. temperature and physical properties. 
These expressions, in the form given by Buckingham, are: 
A (volume constant = a) 

, B (pressure const,ant = p) 
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I11 these expressions 

0 = temperature on I<. scale; 
00 = initial temperature (say ice point) on I<. scale; 
c, = specific heat under constnnt pressure; 

At 
p = - = under ~oule-Relvin conditions; that is, nrhen espancled 

AP 
acliabatically tllrough a porous plug; 

po = pressure a t  Oo and v ;  
vo = volume a t  Oo and p. 

The physical properties involved, aamely, the specific heat a t  con- 
stant pressure, the pressure-volume relations of the gas, the Joule-Kelvin 
coefficient or rate of change of temperature with pressure when espanclecl 
through a porous plug, should be knonrll throughout the temperature 
interval tha t  is to  be cleternlinecl for the volumes and pressures to be 
used, in order to evaluate these expressions. The initial volunle or 
pressure, as the case nlay be, must also be known with especial accuracy. 
If these quantities are li~lo~i'll for a given gas, the ol~servation of the 
change in volume of this gas a t  constant pressure (vo to  v) will en:tble us to 
conlpute the I<. temperature a t  which the volurne mas observed to be n ;  
and, similarly, if the pressure change is obserrecl a t  constant volume, 
the temperature can be conlputecl from the pressure change p - po. 
Unfortunately the esperiillental knowledge of c,, /I, and the pv relation 
is very incuinplcte, being lilnited to a short telnperature range, and great 
ingenuity and care are needed in hanclling ancl estrapolatiag the data to 
get' the most reliable results. 

The results of the thernlodynanlic computations just referred to  are 
usually espressecl in n somewhat different way by introducing various 
11 gas scales" of temperature. For example, if nre are operating with 
nitrogen, we nlay conveniently consider two nitrogen scales, one defined 
bv 

if the gas is nlaintained a t  constant pressure during the measurenlents, 
ancl the other by 

if the volunle is nlaintained constant. Every other gas would have its 
own two scales. Hence the previous funclnlnental equations may be 
described as giving the differences between any given gas scale and the 
I<. scale, and these differences or corrections may be tabulat,ecl and applied 
to  reduce gas-thermometer observations to  the I<. scale. These correc- 
tions have only been computed up to 1200" C. and are, in general, some- 
what more than twice as large for the  constant-pressure gas thcr~nomctcr 
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as for the constant-volume, but there are other compensating advantages 
in favor of the former. 

Confining our attention to  nitrogen as the most useful gas for high- 
, tenlperature measurements, it may l ~ e  briefly said that  the correction 

to  T, is a l~out  1.70" a t  1000" C. and 2.15" a t  1200" C., while it is only 
0.96" for T ,  a t  1200" C. These errors are of significance nlllen it comes to 
determining, by gas thermometry, the funclalllentnl fised points of the 
high-temperature scale, though too small to be considerecl in ordinary 
work. Above 1200" C. they are undoubtedly larger, but ~nfort~unately 
data are not yet available for their con~putat~ion. 

There is oaerot1ler fundamental matter that  lnust be considered, ant1 
that  is the value of the ice point on the Iielvin scale. This~may be cal- 
culated from the same basic equations already given. The computatioas 
of Buckingham and Berthelot agree very well in giving 9, = 273.13; that  
is, for high-temperature work, the ice point nlay 13; taken as flat 273" 
on the Iielvin scale. 

The second field in \vllich i t  has been possible to connect practical 
, methods of pyrometry with the Iielvin scale is the field of radiation. 

The fundamental facts of mdiation are that it is an effect of one bocly on 
another that  nlay take place across a vacuous space, and that it is closely 
related to the "hotness" of Lodies and tends to eclualize their tempera- 
ture. Without attempting to distinguish between n~ha t  nre know and 
nrhat we nlerely say, radiation nlay be described in the usual way as an 
electromagnetic disturbance sent off from t~oclies, which may he ,znalyzed 
by spectroscopes of various types, and shown to  contain waves of various 
lengths, of which those having lengths from 0.0003900 mm. to 0.00076 
mm. directly affect the eye and are called "light" waves; waves longer 
than these are called " infra-red," those shorter " ultra-violet," and those 
still shorter x-rays. The entire range of waves is called a complet,e 
spectrum, and various radiating bodies emit, according to  their nature 
and conclition, various charactel.istic spectra; that  is, different groupings 
of wave-lengths with different distributions of energy anlong them. The 
radiation fro111 solids and licluids increases very rapidly with rising tem- 
perature, and their spectra are similar, and, in general, continuous; that  
is, there are no "gapsH if arranged according to wave-lengths. But the total 
energy radiated and its distribution milong the wave-lengths is very 
different for different substances a t  the same temperature. At present, i t  
is not possible, theoretically, to  express the radiating power of a sul~stance 
in ternls of its other physical properties and temperature, but there is a 

, special form of radiator which can be successfully dealt with both theoret- 
ically and experinlentally, namely, the perfect or complete radiator, or 
black body. The original idea of this was due to  Iiirchhoff, and the 
experimental realization to  Lumnler and Pringsheilll and nlany later 
wol.kers. Given an inclosure with opaque walls a t  a uniform and 
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constant temperature, the funcla~~lental theorem is that the radiation 
inside the inclosure will be, both as to intensity and energy distribution 
in the spectrum, entirely independent of the material of the walls and 
dependent only on its temperature. Since, in general, bodies that  are goocl 
racliators are poor inflectors and goocl absorbers, and vice versa, it is quite 
reasonable to  conceive of the radiation, so to speak, accuinulating in a 
closed space until an equilibrium condition is reached dependent only on 
tlie temperature.  or in~inediately contiguous to one part of the wall the 
equilibrium conclition niight be nlaintained by strong absorption and cor- 
respondingly strong emission, while a t  another point the same condition 
might result froni strong reflecti9n and weak emission. Nevel.theless, of 
the so-called proofs of this theoreni that  have been given by Iiirchhoff, 
Pringsheim, and others, none is entirely satisfactory, and the most con- 
vincing evidence that it is possible to  produce radiation independent of 
the clualities of special kinds of niatter and dependent only on tempera- 
ture, is furnished by experiment. 

The first forni of perfect racliator used for esperinientd purposes 
consistecl of a hollow vessel nrith walls as uniformly heated as possible 
and provided with a snlall aperture through which radiation from tlie 
inside passed out to be exanlined spectroscopically and otherwise. If 
the area of the aperture is small, compared to the interior radiating walls, 
the conclition of. equilibrium, which niust esist in order that  the interior 
radiation should be complete, will be very little disturbecl and the clepar- 
ture from equilibrium, and hence from completeness, may be made as 
small as desired by a proper choice of proportions. The esperiiiie~lt~al 
proof referred to  consists in the fact that  whereas radiation observations 
on free metal or other surfaces are very difficult to  repeat, that  is to say, 
the radiation froni free surfaces is very rnuch subject to changes in surface 
conditions, all observations with inclosures are much nipre uniform, 
and it is possible to arrange matters so that  the emergent radiation is 
observably inclepenclent of interior surface conditions. Once we accept 
this as possible, eye observations of the interior furnish a most sensitive 
test as to  whether the conditions of perfect radiation really exist in any 
given case. There are, of course, experimental difficulties in the way of 
producing sufficiently unifornl temperature conditions, but these need 
not be discussed here. 

Ciraiited then that there is such a thing as a perfect radiator, we niust 
consider Boltzmann's ingenious extension of the theory. First, however, 
it nlust be recalled that  Bartolli had shown that  in order t,o be consistent 
with the second law of tl~ennodynamics, radiation nlust esert a pressure 
on any surface on which it impinges, the pressure"being twice as great if 
the surface is perfectly reflecting as if i t  is perfectly absorbing-being, 
in fact, proportional to  tlie amount~of radiant energy per unit volunle in 
front of the surface. R/Isswell drew the same conclusion fro111 his 



electronlagllehic theory; ancl later Nicholls and Hull and Lebeclew es1)el.i- 
rnentally verified1 these the~ret~ical deductions. On this basis, Boltz- 
ulann conceived of a "radiation engine," which might be a cylinder with 
reflecting ~ v d l s  and piston and a radiating base, in which radiation coulcl 
be "espandecl," so to speak, and allowed to do mechanical work through 
the pressure on the piston. By applying to this engine the second 'law, 
Boltzlnann sllonrecl that the total radiation from. a perfect radiator must 
vary in anlount as the fourth power of the temperature of the radiator, 
n~easured on the Iielvin scale, that  is 

E = ~ 8 4  

where E is total radiant energy, a is a constant, nncl 8, as before, is Iiel- 
vin temperature. 

This theoretical deduction is quite simple, is no nlore questionable 
than the direct thermo-nlechanical deductions fro111 the second Ian., 

. such as are usecl in the theory of gas thermometry, and constitutes the 
second esperinlental hold on the Kelvin scale. It is known as the Stefan- 
Boltznlann law because Stefan had some years earlier deduced i t  from a 
cliscussio~~ of bnd observations on inlperfect radiators, for which i t  does 
not hold-a case in which tn7o negatives have apparently been equivalent 
to an affirmative, so to speak. 

The nest advance in racliation theory was by Wiee, the radiation 
engine still being the basis; but the argunlents are not quite so simple and 
free fro111 objection as in Boltzmann's case. The result is Wien's dis- 
placement law, of which the usual statelllent 

OA,,,, = collstnnt 
I 

is n special case. Here 8 is the Iielvin tenlperature a t  ~\~llich a perfect 
racli'ator n?oulcl have the nlasinlum of its spectral energy curve a t  the 
wave-length A,,,. Wien proceeclecl further and, by still less satisfactory 
methods, deduced the equation of spectral energy clistribu'tion known as 
Wien's Inw , 

wherein 
E,  = ordinate a t  wave.-length X of spectral energy distribution 

curve; 
8 = corresponding I<elvin temperature; 
q and c2 = constants. 

Further work of Planek led to the well-knon7n expression 
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.whicl~ for sillall values of he, that is, short wave-lengths and not too higli 
temperatures, beconles practically iclentical with Wien's law. While 
Planck's, and within the linlits just n~entionecl, Wien's clistribution for- 
mulas have been experinlentally verified with a fair degree of accuracy 
and for temperatures below about 1500" C., unfortunately their theore- 
tical deduction cannot be regarded as sound. They do not, therefore, 
furnish another independent connection between the Kelvin scale ancl 
observable quantities, but must be regarded as empirical equations whose 
accuracy has been deinonstratecl nritllin limits. We nlust consider 
these three radiation fornlulas of Stefan-Boltzmann (total), Wien (dis- 
placement), and Planck (distribution) somenrhat more in detail in their 
hearing on pyrometry. The first of these gives us a means, independent 
of corrected gas thermo.~netry, of completely evaluating the I<elvin scale, 
beginning merely with the ice and steal11 points and the assunlption of 
100" between the two. For this pwpose it is theoretically nluch simpler ' 

than gas thermometry, but whether i t  nroulcl work out to be of compnr- 
able accuracy, especially a t  low temperatures, cannot be said as no one has 
ever attempted to apply i t  in this comprehensible way. For high tern- 

- peratures, more particularly for extreme high temperatures, the case is 
clearer. The linlit of successful gas thermometry is a t  present the palla- 
diuin point (1549" C.), and above this region esperilnental difficulties seen1 
to be increasing a t  an appalling rate. On the other hand, the clifficulties 
in applying the fourth-power law in a sense diminish with increasing 
temperatures because "stray" racliation in general becomes proportion- 
ately less compared to that which is to be measured. While beginnings 
have been made in the application of the Stefan-Boltzn~ann law to accu- 
rate pyrometry, the possibilities have not been in any sense esllaustetl. 
The law should be applied to deternline the gold melting point (lOG2.G0 C.) 
and especially the pallacliuin inelting point, as a check upon the cletenui- 
nation by gas thermometry, ancl'there is room for illore work in deter- 
nlining other standnrcl fixed points in the range beyond lGOOO C., in mllicll 
region the t o t d  radiation nlethocl seenls t o  be about the only hopeful 
one. It sl~ould perhaps be pointed out that  in using this methocl no 
absolute nleasurenlents of radiant energy are needed-one deals entirely 
with energy ratios, and enough work has been done to prove that very 
considerab!e accuracy is possible. 

const. 
Wien's displacement Ianr 19 = - has also been used in pyronletric 

Am,,. 

work, but the disadvantages are several. ' In the first place the wave- , 

length corresponding to maximu~n energy is difficult to  determine, and 
as the inverse wave-length varies only as the first pon7er of the tenl- 
perature the shift is not sensitive to temperature changes, particularly a t  
high tcmperntures. We may therefore dismiss this ns of little value 
either for fundainental or practical measurements. 
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If we confine our attention to a single ivave-length, or rather a narrow 
I)ancl of ~vave-lengths in the spectrum, the Ian-s of Planck and TVien give 
the rate of variation of the energy in this band as a function of te~npern- 
ture, a very useful indicator of temperature change. Within the range 
nrllerein Wien's lam is valid, i t  serves most conveniently to espress this 
variation of partial radiation and nlay be written in this for111 

Tllis equation \vhich  nus st be looked upon as empirical and which has 
been verified witha high degree of acc~~racy  for temperat,ures up to  1600' C., 
and less nccurately fro111 there up to  3000" C., is the basis of all optical 
pyrometry. As suc,l~ its importance warrants still Inore careful compari- 
son between i t  and the Stef:tn-Bolbzmnnn lam up to tlle highest possible 
telnpeiatures. For \vllile the Stefan-Boltznlann equa.tioa gives our best, 
if not our only sound, connection wit11 the Kelvin scale ancl ivhile it is easy 

' t o  work very accurately ~vith this equat,ion uncler laboratory conclitions, 
the ecluation is subject to  certain troublesome errors (notddy that  clue 
to  absorptioll by vapors or slnoke ancl to  windows and reflectors etc. that  - 

nlay intervene between the radiator and indicating instruments) wllicl~ 
are difficult to  elinlinate in practice. Similar errors Affect optical pyro- 
meters, but perhaps not quite so seriously, and there is a certain safety as 
regarcls the detection of trouble in actually looking through t,he inst,rn- 
inent into the space n~llose teinperature is being determinecl. Ho\ve\+r, 
.escellent instruments have I~een clevisecl accorclilig to  eacll principle, :~ncl 
the only object here is to point out  that  one Inny be regnrclecl as funt1:l- 
nlentnl in terms of \vl.lich the other should he calibra,ted. 

In  all this discussion of radiation pyrometry it  has be& presu])posecl 
t,hat the object whose temperature was to Ile nlensurecl was a perfect 
radiator, as the laivs that  have been user1 apply only to'suc,h a case. For 
fundalnental measurements. this is, of course, essential; and for pl~nct,icnl 
measi~rements i t  is usually possible and always desirable, for a perfect 
radi:ztor is the most definite and easily reproducil;le. A tube thrust into 
n furnace, a narrow deep hole boretl into a large hot mass-a crack in such 
:t mass-can usually be arranged so that they will npprosimate sufficiently 
to  tlle "dniformly heated enclosure with small aperture" that  is desired, 
especially if the surface actually. observed through the aperturc is itself ,. 

. 

a good radiator and a poor reflector. There are other ways of appyosi- 
mating a perfect radiator by ilsing multiple reflection, but a discussion of 
these various methods is not gernlane to the present subject,. It sllould 
I)e pointed out, however, tha t  for purposes of prac.tica1 ~yronletry,  

' 

ordinary non-perfect racliators may, and sometimes have, to be used; and 
if the radiatioll laws are applied directtly in such cases, true teml'~eratures 
will not be obtained, but insteacl lower values which are commonly referred 
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to as "black bocly (or perfect radiator) temperatures," meaning thereby 
the tempcrntures a t  ivhich a "perfect radiator" or "black body" nrould 
radiate as the real I~ocly is observed to  do. If the real surface is suffi- 
ciently definite and reproclucible, known corrections in some cases may 
l ~ e  applied to  reduce the observations to  Kelvin temperatures, or i t  nlay be 
that hlack-bocly temperittures will suffice. 

There are two methods of temperature lneasurenlent still to be touched 
upoll-resistance nncl thermoelectric pyrornetry-but in neither of these 
is i t  possil~le to clecluce any theoretical connection between the observed 
q~nnt i t~ ics  ancl the Iielvin scale. They are entirely empirical and all 
the instrunlents wust be caliLratec1 by conlparison directly or inclirectly 
wit11 gas or rac1i:ttion ~vork. There are certain relations, such as Cnl- 
lendar's parabolic fornlula connecting the resistance of platinum with , 
temper:tture, and various equations giving thermoelectromotive force 
as a function of temperature that  are extremely useful and hold with 
great :tccur:tcy n~ithin certain temperature limits, hut which cannot be 
callecl fundamental la\vs. They may, therefore, be left without further 
cliscussion, as nlost va1u:tble methods both. in the laboratory ancl in 
practice, but not contril~uting anything to our grasp of the funclanlental 
temperature scale. Even as methods, their range is nluch more linlited 
than the radiation processes. 

This survey of the physical basis of pyrometry is of necessity super- 
ficial, and it nlay seen1 :it first thought that  the underlying idea of work- 
ing to  an "absolute sc~tle" is unnecessary, any single arbitrary scale being, 
for all practical purposes, just as good. This is quite true, provided a 
single arbitrary sc:tle could be agreed upon and accurately reproducecl. 
But the general experience in such nlntters hns heen that  the nlore funda- 
mental ancl absolute the nature of ally scale of measurement, the nlore 
accurately it can be maii1t:tinecl and 1-eproducecl. In  other nrorcls, thc 
absolute scale whose development has been described in this paper is of 
inlportance in pyrometry, not because of its "absoluteness" but becausc 
of its permanence and ease of ~~eproduction. 


